P R O D U C T S P R E S E N TAT I O N C ATA L O G

Y O U R E X P E R T I N E L E C T R I C T R A N S F O R M E R S

Vision, Mission, Values

► Scando Trading will remain our customers' first choice as a supplier of power station
equipment and power transformer components.
► Scando Trading will be the reliable design consultant and technical assistance for
the modernization of power transformers on the Romanian market.
MISSION
To achieve the vision, we outlined the directions for action:
► we provide innovative materials and equipment to increase the performance and
safety of the energy system;
► we keep in our portfolio the suppliers who have demonstrated seriousness in
carrying out orders and the quality of the delivered products;
► we enter into new partnerships with manufacturers of high-performance energy
equipment;
► we continuously train our engineers through training at the headquarters of each
supplier, in order to provide our customers with the appropriate advice on the products
sold;
► we increase the satisfaction of our clients by granting them the best contractual
conditions;
► We accompany our products with the following service packages:
* consultancy in choosing the products corresponding to the clients' needs;
* consulting and design;
* installation and commissioning of equipment;
* equipment maintenance services under warranty and post-warranty;
► we promote the image of our company and of the products sold at all national
exhibitions and international fairs in our field of activity.
VALUES
Our values are given by our common principles, beliefs and beliefs:
Integrity ► we offer the solution corresponding to the needs of our client, at a fair price.
We respect the contractual terms. We act according to ethical principles and obey the
laws of our country.
Involvement ► We take everything we do seriously and take responsibility for the
results of our actions. We understand that the positive image of our company is the
responsibility of each of us.
Competence ► we are experts in our field and we continuously invest in the
professional and personal development of our employees, so as to prove a high level
of professionalism.
Effectiveness ► customer requests are our priority. We act promptly and get the results
we want, in order to gain the respect and trust of our customers.
Quality of relationships ► we believe in lasting partnerships. We are interested in the
future of Romanian energy and the success of our partners. The satisfaction of our
partners motivates us!
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Scando Trading Bucharest, founded in 1991 by engineer Marin
Stancu, is a national leader in the supply of materials,
components and equipment for power transformers, online and
offline transformer oil treatment plants, transformer oil
regeneration plants and other equipment for the Romanian
energy industry.

About us

COMPANY HISTORY

In accordance with the acute need on the Romanian market of
complete design services for power transformers, in 2016, the associates of Scando
Trading decided to supplement the object of activity and set up a power transformer
design division. We thus managed to combine research, design, supply and distribution,
in a complete package available to Romanian power transformer manufacturers and
power transformer repair shops.
Since 2006, the company has contracted and delivered on the Romanian market the
first 25 MVA and 63 MVA transformers installed in the Bucharest Nord, Pipera, Drumul
Morarilor, Arcuda and Joiţa stations, and two years later, the engineers of the two
Bucharest companies will put in operation transformers of 250 and 400 MVA in Lacu
Sărat station.
During the 25 years of activity, the company has collected in its portfolio the names of
all Romanian transformer factories, of electricity production, transmission and
distribution companies, as well as of repair shops for power transformers.
BUSINESS LINES
► Supporting the internal production of power transformers, by promoting the latest
materials, components and accessories, as well as equipment for testing laboratories.
► Modernization of power stations by providing state-of-the-art electrical equipment
(arc extinguishing coils without moving parts, combined measuring transformers, resin
distribution transformers).
► Consultancy and complete design services and specialized technical support in the
field of transformer repair and modernization in Romania.
WHAT DIFFERENTIATES US : 25 years of experience and activity on the Romanian
electricity market and sustainable partnerships with internationally recognized
suppliers.
Scando Trading represents more than an intermediary or distributor for its clients.
WE HAVE experience in the design and manufacture of power transformers.
WE OFFER specialized technical advice.
We continuously develop the skills of our specialists through training activities directly
at the manufacturers' headquarters, in order to provide an efficient service for the sold
equipment.
We act promptly at the request of our customers through on-site findings.
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Partners

ABB Components - Sweden
Manufacturer of on-load tap-changers and insulating
switches up to 800 kV (page 6)

Hyundai Heavy Industries - Bulgaria
Manufacturer of power transformers and on-load and offload control switches (page 7)

Luvata - Sweden
Manufacturer of cooling batteries and transformer oil
circulation pumps (page 8)

Baysan Radyatör - Turkey
Radiator manufacturer for all types of transformers (page
9)
Ares Transformers - Turkey
Manufacturer of axial flow fans for cooling power
transformers (page 9)

Qualitrol Company - USA
Manufacturer of power transformer monitoring and
protection devices (page 10)
Musthane - France
Manufacturer of bag type membranes for preservatives
and inflatable tanks for transformer oil treatment
operations (page 10)

Elektromotoren und frost tebau - Germany
Manufacturer of Buchholz gas relays for
transformers (page 11)

power

Meter Test Equipment - Switzerland
Manufacturer of transformer oil monitoring parameters
(page 11)

SGB - Germany
Dry Transformer Manufacturer (page 17)
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Micavac - Switzerland
Autoclave manufacturer for drying transformers (page 18)

Partners

Highvolt Prüftechnik - Switzerland
Manufacturer of transformer test and measurement systems and
electrical cables (page 18)

Pfiffner Instrument Transformer - Switzerland
Manufacturer of high, medium and low voltage measuring
transformers (page 19)

Swedish Neutral - Sweden
Manufacturer of oil and dry extinguishing coils

Micafluid - Switzerland
Manufacturer of transformer oil treatment and regeneration plants
(page 21)

ETI Electroindustry - Italy
Manufacturer of check valves and other transformer accessories
(page 21)

Stenflex Rudolf Stender - Germany
Manufacturer of steel compensators used on cooling circuits (page
21)

Weidmann Electrical Technology - Switzerland
Manufacturer of kits and insulating parts for power transformer
windings (page 22)

Enpay Transformer Components - Turkey
Manufacturer of kits and insulating parts for winding transformers
and ready-cut cores (page 22)

Dehonit - Germany
Manufacturer of semi-finished and insulated components from
laminated wood (page 22)
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Switches and insulating passages

ABB Components Sweden is a world leader in the field of insulating passages and
switching plots for power transformers, continuing a tradition of over a century.
The quality of ABB Components products is proven by the extremely small number of
registered defects. Hundreds of thousands of switches and about 60,000 switches have
been manufactured since the factory was established in 1908.
ABB produces insulating passages in a wide range of voltages, 36 - 1200 kV and
currents up to 25 kA. ABB insulating passages are spread all over the world, successfully
withstanding the toughest working conditions. There are cases in which their duration of
operation exceeds 40 years.
The insulating passages are of condenser type and comply with the IEC (60137) and
ANSI standards (IEEE C57.19.00 and IEEE C57.19.01).
The internal insulation of the passages
is based on oil-impregnated paper (OIP)
or resin-impregnated paper (RIP). All
passages allow easy installation. OIP
type passages are characterized by a
reliable sealing system and RIP type
passages with silicone rubber have a
high mechanical strength. The Swedish
RIP technology guarantees the absence
of partial discharges and weight
reduction. In addition, it eliminates the
risk of fire due to the oil-free
construction.
The range of on-load tap-changers sold in Romania complies with the CEI standard
(60214-1) and includes the classic types mounted in the tank as well as those of the UZ
type that can be positioned on the tank wall.

The latest types of ABB switches use electric arc
vacuum technology, which increases both service life
and maintenance intervals.
The switches of the Swedes stand out for their
simplicity of construction and easy assembly. The
smaller number of components results in high
reliability as well as a reduction in price and weight.
The switches are equipped with BUE or BUL2 type
actuators, which can be configured to meet any
requirements of the beneficiary.
Due to the very good quality / price ratio, the
components are an attractive offer on the Romanian
market.

66

The on-load tap-changers are type RS
(with oil switch) or RSV (with vacuum
switch).
The most used types are from the series:
►
RS 9 and RS 9.3 for currents
between 200 - 1600 A and voltages in the
range 41.5 - 300 kV;
►
RSV 9.3 for currents between 400
A - 1500 A and voltages in the range 72.5
- 300 kV.
The recommended actuators for these
switches are MDU type MZ-4.4, with
automatic actuation.

Switches and insulating passages

In 1997, Hyundai Heavy Industries Korea took over the state-owned company Elprom
Trafo Bulgaria, known in Romania as the manufacturer of Kolarov switches. Thus, in
2001, Hyundai Heavy Industries Co. appeared. Bulgaria (HHIB) which has established
itself as a leading supplier to the international market, continuing an experience of over
60 years in the field of plot switches.
Plot switches have passed all type tests in laboratories such as KEMA Netherlands,
CESI Italy and ZKU Czech Republic. All equipment complies with
IEC standards (60214-1).
The components can be found on a wide range of transformers,
including in Romania.

The load-free control switches are of the
PBV type and have both automatic drive
type MZ-4.4 and manual drive type ZR-03.
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Cooling equipment

Luvata Sweden is a well-known name in the field of cooling
systems, cooling coils and centrifugal pumps, with over 65
years of experience.

The Swedish-made BETA and CETA series are the best
solutions for OFAF and ODAF cooling systems for power
transformers.

Both types of batteries are delivered as fully assembled units.
Power transformer design engineers have an application for
selecting batteries based on their cooling capacity and oil
temperature. In general, a CETA battery has a higher cooling
capacity than a BETA battery.

Each coil consists of a network of tubes with fins and ribs capable of exchanging oil-air
heat. Forced air circulation is achieved with one to four battery-mounted fans, separated
by walls. This constructive solution allows a better regulation of the dissipated power, by
the possibility of stopping each independent fan, depending on the cooling needs.
The batteries are designed to withstand vibrations, shocks, seismic stresses and
temperature variations.
The cooling batteries offered by Luvata offer the following
benefits:
► low noise level by using fans with owl wing
► low energy consumption
► horizontal or vertical installation

VMOA type pumps for oil circulation through
cooling coils have a robust design, are
reliable and do not require maintenance.
Each pump has an integrated motor and is
extremely efficient, with cooling and
lubrication being done with the transformer
oil. The noise level is also very low.
Depending on the customer's needs, the
VMOA pump is available in two different
sizes and with variable flow rates.
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Cooling equipment

Baysan Radyatör Turkey is a manufacturer of radiators and corrugated vats, flatwalled, conservative vats with a tradition of over 40 years.
The radiators are used for cooling power transformers with natural oil circulation and
comply with ISO or DIN standards. They are made of cold-rolled steel panels, which
allow maximizing the heat transfer surface.
Radiators are classified into five categories:
► Standard, with equal panels and straight collectors;
► Swan Neck, with straight lower manifold and swan neck-shaped upper manifold;
► Graded, with panels of different lengths, used when a railway transport gauge must
be observed;
► Tangential, in which the panels are perpendicular to the wall of the transformer
tank;
► Offset, a variant of the Standard or Swan Neck radiator, in which the collectors are
offset from the center of the panels.

Ares Transformers Turkey produces axial-type fans with adjustable blades, necessary
for cooling the oil-air heat exchangers of the power transformers.
Axial fans allow the angle of the blades to be adjusted and work in low or medium
pressure mode, in dusty or humid conditions, at temperatures between -20 ° C and +
200 ° C.
These fans meet the following characteristics:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

displaced volumes of up to 300,000 m3 / h;
pressures up to 1400 Pa;
efficiency up to 77%;
low noise level;
2, 3, 4 or 6 blades;
4 rotational speeds.
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Monitoring, protection and control

Qualitrol Company USA is a leader in the production of monitoring and
protection equipment required for power stations and power
transformers. Established in 1945, headquartered in America and
Europe, Qualitrol produces thousands of different, customized
equipment to meet customer requirements.
The best known equipment is the following:
► 509 and 111 series monitoring devices, which allow the monitoring
of the service life as well as the increase of the load of the power
transformers. Provides all the necessary data for diagnosis and
preventive maintenance, protecting the user from costly defects;
► Temperature, level and oil circulation indicators for monitoring
transformer parameters;
► Pressure relief valves for power transformer tank protection;
► Self-regenerating filters mounted on conservatories.

fields, offering solutions for flexible structures made of durable fabrics for emergency
applications or situations requiring high mobility.
For the Romanian energy industry we import the following product categories:
► Muststores, movable membranes, foldable and made of a resistant fabric covered
with elastomer or plastomer, offer economical and fast solutions for the transport of
liquids such as water, fuel, industrial liquids, etc .;
► Muststop, a special type of rubber balloon intended to seal pipes or tubes;
► Mustbalance, membranes that compensate for differences in volume or pressure
variation between two media.
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The plot relay monitoring relay, also known as the switch
protection relay, is a conservative oil plot switch device.
The relay responds to the occurrence of an oil flow from the switch to the conservator
and can transmit a signal to disconnect the switch and transformer from the power grid.
Buchholz relays are available in a wide range (about 1500
variants) that comply with all international norms and standards
(for example: EN 50216) to meet customers' special
requirements.

Monitoring, protection and control

Elektromotoren und Gerätebau Barleben Germany has been
manufacturing Buchholz relays for over 65 years, important
devices for monitoring and protecting transformers in oil but also
for separate monitoring of insulating passages.
The Buchholz relay is mounted on the vent connection of the
device to be protected and responds to certain defects such as
the released gas, the loss of the insulating liquid or its excessive
fluctuations.

Meter Test Equipment Switzerland has over 55 years of experience in the field of
electrical measuring instruments. It produces devices for measuring and monitoring
online the most important defective gases that can occur in power transformers, such
as hydrogen (H 2 ) and carbon monoxide (CO). The devices allow the recording of the
gas content and the setting of the alarm levels for each gas, offering interface outputs
(4 - 20 mA) for each gas.
The devices are available in the following
variants:
► Hydrocal 1001 - for H 2 and CO monitoring
► Hydrocal 1003 - for monitoring H 2, CO and oil
water content
► Hydrocal 1005 - for monitoring H 2, CO, water
content in oil, but also acetylene and ethylene.
Hydrocal devices are a simple and easy to install
solution and do not require pre-removal of oil from
the transformer. The device can be monitored via
an integrated GSM modem or Ethernet interface.
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Investment in power transformer
production

STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS

The year 2005 marked a new stage in
the development of Scando Trading
Bucharest.
The shareholders decided to integrate
downstream
the
Retrasib
Sibiu
transformer repair shop for its
transformation into a modern factory,
capable
of
producing
power
transformers.
Scando Trading was actively involved in
the former transformer repair shop.
Among the major contributions we list:
► modernization of the high voltage laboratory (LIT), with the support of Pfiffner
lnstruments Transformers and Highvolt. This allowed the factory to perform all routine
tests and type tests for the new transformers so that it could start the production of
power transformers.
► equipping the assembly workshop with a core packing table with 3 and 5 columns,
which allowed the start of manufacturing in Sibiu of high power units at the voltage level
of 400 kV.
► modernization of the 440 m3 autoclave for drying the active parts of the power
transformers, with the support of the Swiss company Micavac (detached from the
former company Micafil Switzerland). Today, the factory has a modern kerosene plant.
Through this modernization it was possible to reduce the drying cycle of the active part
of the power transformers, from approx. 20 - 27 days to 3 - 6 days, as well as a
substantial saving of energy consumption.
► modernization of the winding workshop with horizontal and vertical winding
machines produced by LAE Italia.
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New units and power transformer
upgrades

NEW POWER TRANSFORMER REFERENCES
Starting with 2006, Scando Trading signed the first contracts regarding the delivery of the
new power transformers, Retrasib brand, for Romanian beneficiaries: Electrica Muntenia
Sud, later ENEL, Electrica Transilvania Nord, Electrica Transilvania Sud, but also
foreigners: AREVA Energietechnik Germany and HOLCIM Azerbaijan.
To date, Scando Trading has delivered, in its own name or in collaboration with Retrasib,
over 30 power transformers of 63 MVA, 40 MVA, 25 MVA and 16 MVA, at the voltage
level of 110 kV.
By acting in consortium with Retrasib, Scando Trading became the main supplier of
medium power transformers for ENEL, Muntenia Sud Branch, delivering 15 units (11
units of 40 MVA and 4 units of 25 MVA), in the period 2011-2013.

In 2010, the partnerships signed with the Western European companies Efacec Portugal
and Areva T&D Germany (later Alstom), made possible the production and delivery of
200 MVA and 400 MVA power transformers.
With the financial support of Scando Trading, the Retrasib factory was able to sign
contracts for 14 200 MVA units, 5 250 MVA units and 2 400 MVA units. The total value
of the contracts performed exceeded the amount of 35 million euros.
The modern technical solutions identified by the design engineers, the state-of-the-art
materials and components delivered by Scando Trading, as well as the refurbishment
measures taken by Retrasib guarantee the quality and reliability of the transformers
produced in Sibiu.
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Scando Trading's design and technical assistance activity supports the modernization
works carried out in Electrica's repair shops: AISE Electrica Bucharest, AISE Electrica
Ploieşti and AISE Electrica Sibiu.
Our specialists provide redesign services for the modernization of transformers from 16
to 40 MVA and voltages at 110 kV, for changing the transformation ratio, changing shortcircuit voltages, replacing the on-load tap-changers, the insulation kit for the active part
and optimizing the system. For cooling.
We managed to ensure an important share of the need for power transformers for
Romanian power stations.

New units and power transformer

POWER TRANSFORMER MODERNIZATION REFERENCES

The SGB-SMIT Group is one of the world's largest manufacturers of power
transformers. With more than 100 years of experience in electrical engineering and
subsidiaries around the world, their products stand out for their superior quality and
reliability.
SGB Germany, part of the SGBSMIT group, produces medium
voltage dry-to-resin transformers
with powers of up to 25 MVA and
voltages of 36 kV. They have a
long service life and require low
maintenance.
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Test equipment and installations

Highvolt Pruftechnik Dresden Germany is recognized worldwide for the quality of high
voltage test systems for transformers, cables, SF 6 / air-insulated separators,
measuring transformers and dischargers, in fixed or mobile construction.
Types of installations and equipment:
► High voltage and high current test systems, both continuous and alternating
► Resonant test system in cA
► Pulse test system, up to 6 MV and 900 kJ
► Cable testing system
► Measurement and recording system
► Mobile on-site testing system for power transformers

Micavac Switzerland specializes in the supply of transformer insulation drying systems
and systems using vacuum and kerosene technology (Vapor dry phase). The
company also provides specialized technical support in projects for the modernization
of autoclaves and classic hot air drying installations.
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IT current transformers, JOF type, have a top-core design, with a superior short-circuit
behavior compared to the hairpin type. They are manufactured in the range of primary
currents 1 - 40 kA, at voltages 24-550 kV, accuracy class of 0.2%.

Measuring transformers

PFIFFNER Instrument Transformers Switzerland, a company founded in 1927,
produces standard, voltage and combined measuring transformers, standardized or
special for all measuring functions required in medium (MT) and high (IT) voltage
systems.

IT voltage measuring transformers are
either inductive (EOF), in the range 24-245
kV or capacitive (ECF) in the range 24 525 kV and accuracy class of 0.2%.
The combined measuring transformers
(current and voltage) IT, type EJOF, are
used in high voltage networks in the range
24-170 kV.
Current measuring transformers for insulated
passages, type JKO and AKA, are intended
for insulated passages or insulated
conductors positioned in inaccessible places,
in order to constitute the measuring chain and
/ or to ensure the signal necessary for current
protections. They are manufactured in the
range of primary currents up to 5000 A,
according to the dimensions specified by the
customer.
Ankara Pfiffner's new production facility offers a full range of MT to
resin measuring transformers.
The Pfiffner equipments sold through Scando Trading correspond
to the IEC 60044 standard and have model approval issued by
BRML Bucharest. At the client's request, they are accompanied by
metrological verification bulletins.
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IPESI

Starting with 2018, Scando Trading has
become the number 1 supplier in
Romania for explosion and fire
prevention installations for power
transformers using oil drainage - nitrogen
injection installations. This is one of the
main methods of technological protection
against ignition of transformer oil.

The system acts in addition to the transformer overpressure valves, which are the first
equipment on it to come into action, removing overpressures from the tank and directing
the oil jet to controlled areas (eg transformer pit or passivated oil storage tank). After the
overpressure valves close, as a result of the pressure relief, the nitrogen-oil injection
system may or may not come into operation, depending on the control logic agreed by
the beneficiary.

In this sense, the nitrogen injection process can
be initiated, as well as the process of elimination
and partial emptying of the oil which is taken over
by the valve of the drainage-injection system,
being directed to a retained reservoir or at
ground level. The draining - nitrogen injection
system (Draining and Stirring) is practically the
last link in the protection chain of the transformer
consisting of: differential protection, Buchholz
relay, overpressure valve, high voltage switch
and fire sensors.

Together with the installation equipment, SCANDO specialists and designers offer their
services of expertise in evaluating and improving the transformer tank project in order to
minimize the risk of tank failure in case of electric arc inside the insulation system or at
the insulation passages.
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Installations and accessories

Micafluid Switzerland has taken over and developed the technology Micafil Switzerland
is a company with over 90 years of experience in transformer oil treatment technologies,
offering high-performance installations for the fast and safe service of power transformers
worldwide.
Currently, the Swiss company produces:
► oil treatment installations with variable speeds, VOP type, with treatment capacities
from 1000 liters / hour to 12000 liters / hour;
► online transformer oil treatment plants,
which allow the treatment and purification
of the oil, without de-energizing the
transformer, with the transformer operating
in load;
► SF 6 gas treatment equipment certified
according to the EC 305/2008 standard in
all transmission and distribution systems.

ETI Elettroindustria Italia, founded in 1948, has dedicated its activity to the development
and production of components for oil-cooled power transformers.
Imported and marketed products:
► Butterfly valves, intended to separate the radiators from the transformer tank. They
are characterized by metal-on-metal sealing, which reduces wear and allows proper
operation even after 30 years of PIF.
► One-way valves (Daroc dampers), designed to block the uncontrolled flow of oil from
the conservator in case of breaking the main tank of the transformer.
► Terminal boxes, intended for the passage at the
level of the tank wall or lid of various signals and
electrical connections from the active part of the
transformer to the outside.

Stenflex Rudolf Stender Germany produces flexible compensators, rubber or steel
connections for connecting the cooling system to the transformer tank.
Steel compensators are used to mount cooling coils and radiator
benches on power transformers, taking into account the
dimensional tolerances during installation and mechanical
stresses that may occur during operation due to temperature
variations or vibrations.
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Insulating materials and components

Weidmann Electrical Technology Switzerland has built its reputation as a world leader
in solid insulation of transformers over its 135 years of existence.
The company supplies transformerboard
made of high purity cellulose, available in
different sizes and densities, produces
molded parts (press rings, guard rings,
clackband, spacers, wedges), outputs at 220
kV and 400 kV, as well as a wide range of
electrical insulating paper, from plain paper to
insulate the copper conductor, to crepe paper
or with a cotton or nylon insert.
Weidmann offers research and development
services on electromagnetic, thermal and fluid
dynamics issues addressed especially to power transformer manufacturers.
Enpay Transformer Components Turkey, established in 1978, occupies a leading and
ready-cut cores) made at the customer's request, based on the technical design.

Enpay Transformer Components Turkey, established in 1978, occupies a leading
position in the production of transformer components (insulation kits, magnetic shunts
and ready-cut cores) made at the customer's request, based on the technical design.
The company is a reliable partner providing its customers with technical solutions,
especially for the construction of the reactor core, through its own engineering
department.

Dehonite Germany is a European leader in the production of laminated-densified
wood that serves as an insulating material in power transformers.
Materials are delivered in the form of sheets or pieces made to certain sizes and
shapes (tie rods, nuts, clamping rings, feathers, etc.).
The products are characterized by:
► homogeneity of the material;
► high mechanical resistance to bending;
► low density and weight;
► excellent adhesion for protection against exfoliation;
► natural purity.
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Certifications

D E S I G N A N D C O N S U L T I N G F O R T R A N S F O R M E R S

Phone: +4 021 335 11 90 Fax: +4 021 335 82 44
Address: Ioviţa street no. 23-27, P, ap.2, sector 5
BUCHAREST
Email: office@scandotrading.ro
www.scando.ro

